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Abstract 
 
In a competitive insurance market, competition enforces cost and pricing 

efficiency. In some markets, however, either competitive economic environments 
do not exist or considerations exist such that the regulators set rates. This can 
occur with the introduction of new types of insurance (e.g., agricultural insurance 
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in emerging markets) or in markets with insufficient information for consumers to 
make informed choices. Regardless of the desirability of rate regulation, it does 
happen. The objective of this paper is to explore how to develop better methods 
for setting regulated rates. This paper presents a data envelopment analysis (DEA) 
approach to determine efficient levels of expenses to use as an input into rate 
making by regulators when market competition determined levels of expenses are 
unavailable. Thus, we develop an efficiency-based rate promulgation methodology 
and use title insurance in Texas to illustrate this process. Using data from the 
Texas Department of Insurance (TDI), we show how our methodology, in 
conjunction with current TDI procedures, can improve the rate promulgation 
process for title insurance. The insights from our empirical analysis are generally 
applicable to other cost plus pricing models. 
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Introduction 
 
A primary directive of insurance regulation as it relates to rate setting is that 

rates not be inadequate, excessive or unfairly discriminatory. The “not excessive” 
standard occurs to protect the consumer from companies overcharging for services 
and making “excessive” profits. In theory, forces of market competition under 
complete information should provide a form of self-policing since an insurer who 
is “overpricing” a product will lose its customers (and profit) to the competition 
that does not overcharge, thus bringing rates down.1 

However, regardless of one’s view on market set rates versus the desirability 
of regulator set insurance rates, promulgated rates do exist. This might occur, for 
example, when it is perceived that competition alone fails to provide economic 
discipline on prices, or because of other economic externalities motivating 
regulators to step forward and promulgate the insurance rate to protect the 
consumer and/or the insurer.  

This promulgation of rates occurs most frequently in new insurance markets, 
markets having little competition and in lines of business associated with 
individual consumers (as opposed to commercial insurance). Additionally, when 
the government is the insurer (e.g., in noncommercial national flood insurance), 
rates are promulgated without the benefit of market competition enforced 
discipline. The objective of this paper is to answer the following question: Given 
that rate regulation happens, is there a way to set promulgated rates better than we 
do currently? This paper presents a methodology for setting rates efficiently, if 
regulators’ must promulgate, and applies it to pricing title insurance. 

The most important components of rate setting are the determination of the 
expected losses and expenses (and profit). There are sophisticated statistical 
models available in the actuarial literature to estimate expected losses, such as 
those presented in Klugman, Panjer and Willmot (2008). Competition motivates 
insurers to adopt increasingly better methods for estimating losses, and regulators 
who set rates also have access to the actuarial data and actuarial techniques useful 
for determining loss estimation as well.  

In a competitive economic environment with knowledgeable participants, 
market efficiency will force the insurers to control expenses to achieve 
profitability. In a promulgated rate environment, however, the regulator must set 
rates so as to reward efficiency in expense handling and discourage inefficiency, 
all the while setting a single overall rate for the marketplace and allowing for a 
reasonable profit for insurance firms. 

This paper provides a data envelopment analysis (DEA)-based method to 
assist the regulator in determining an efficient level of expense allocation. We 

                                                 
1. However, when the insurance itself is peripheral to the purchase of another product, such 

as title insurance associated with home purchase or credit insurance associated with automobile 
purchase, consumers may not focus on this cost and may not exert significant pricing pressure on 
the market to bring prices to economically efficient levels.  
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company uses its firm’s proprietary data and other information to determine the 
three main components in (1) (i.e., expected loss payment [loss ratio], expense 
reimbursement [expense ratio] and allowable business profits [target profit rate]). 
See Ai and Brockett (2008) and Casualty Actuarial Society (1990) for more details. 

To promulgate insurance rates, regulators assume the task of determining each 
of the rate components based on aggregate industry level data. Thus, the 
promulgated insurance rates should still satisfy the general ratemaking objectives 
to be adequate, not excessive, and not unfairly discriminatory. As detailed in the 
numerous title insurance rate setting hearing documents (e.g., State Office of 
Administrative Hearings, 2009; Texas Department of Insurance, 2010), insurance 
regulators face the challenge of incentivizing efficient operations in a marketplace 
lacking competition while also setting a uniform rate.  

In (1), the expected loss component is amenable to standard loss modeling and 
estimation using well-studied actuarial techniques, and the allowable profit rate 
can be determined based on the general economic and financial market 
conditions.2 Inefficiency in promulgated rate setting lies most plausibly in the 
expense component of the insurance rate. When promulgating rates, expenses have 
to be predicted at the aggregate level using historical data reported by different 
companies (e.g., by a standard regression model for title insurance in Texas), so in 
most of the current regulatory rate setting methodology, higher expenses (as 
reported companies) lead to higher allowable expenses for promulgated rates.  

Because of the importance of expense determination in rate promulgation, title 
insurance in the U.S. is a natural context to develop and illustrate our efficiency-
based rate promulgation methodology. Unlike most other lines of insurance, title 
insurance losses account for only a small percentage of the premium,3 thereby 
making it critical to appropriately estimate expenses. This market serves as a clean 
environment to study rate promulgation, focusing on the expense component of 
the rate.  

 
 

A DEA-Based Methodology for Improved 
Rate Promulgation Based on Efficiency 

 
We design a rate promulgation methodology to address inefficiencies arising 

from the lack of market competition and distorted agent incentives. Since we 
cannot rely on market competition to arrive at an efficient equilibrium price, the 

                                                 
2. This is not to imply that the expected loss determination is non-controversial in rate 

setting hearings, only that the discussion there involves standard actuarial considerations that are 
routinely examined and decided by regulators. Moreover, the loss ratio in title insurance is very 
low compared to the expense ratio, so expected loss determination is less contentious (cf., Nyce 
and Boyer, 1998). 

3. In 2008, title insurers paid 5% of their premiums back to customers on claims as 
compared to 70% for other types of insurance (insure.com 2009). 
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central question is how to establish a benchmark reference that promotes 
efficiency in rate setting. The current rate setting process in title insurance in 
Texas uses the entire set of companies in the marketplace as the reference set for 
determining expenses. Thus, there is no distinction between efficient and 
inefficient companies. It is desirable to input efficient companies for marketplace 
rate setting, and DEA provides a methodology for measuring firm efficiency as a 
starting point for more informed rate setting. 

DEA benchmarking emulates the competitive market by identifying a 
reference set of market participants that are operating more efficiently in providing 
products or services in comparison with their peers. We derive our efficiency 
measure using the widely accepted frontier efficiency analysis model, DEA.  

The DEA efficiency analysis is of the “win at your own game” type, allowing 
market participants to compete along identified dimensions of “inputs” (costs and 
expenses) and “outputs” (products and services), thus assessing the efficiency with 
the ratio of outputs to inputs. The market participants that can beat others in the 
“competition” are deemed efficient in converting the inputs into outputs. Efficient 
firms, those on the efficiency frontier, produce more output for their given level of 
input than do others in the marketplace. Once the operationally efficient market 
participants are identified, we set the insurance rate considering only their data for 
rate promulgation.  

In the next section, we present a brief overview of the DEA method for 
efficiency determination and discuss the specific DEA model we selected for our 
analysis. An overview of title insurance and the Texas title insurance market, the 
context of our empirical analysis, is subsequently provided. We then discuss 
detailed model assumptions, input and output selections, and data descriptions for 
our DEA analysis. Lastly, we build on the DEA analysis results to develop an 
illustration of the proposed rate promulgation methodology. 

 
 

Overview of the DEA Method and Choice  
of the DEA Model 

 
To find the set of efficient insurance providers for rate promulgation, we 

adopt the widely used frontier analysis approach, DEA (DEA, cf., Cooper, Seiford 
and Tone, 2007). DEA evaluates the efficiencies of entities, or the decision-
making units (DMUs), relative to their competitive peers in the marketplace. By 
generalizing the simple ratio definition of efficiency (one output over one input) to 
multiple inputs and outputs, DEA produces a production frontier consisting only 
of relatively “efficient” entities.  

In DEA, entities are allowed to “compete” in their own ways by varying their 
combinations of inputs and outputs in light of different strategies and, yet, they are 
still comparable with each other with respect to their efficiencies. Any entities off 
the efficiency frontier are deemed “inefficient” and are given guidelines on how to 
improve by the efficiency analysis. Via careful choice of inputs and outputs in 
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for each4.   
The BCC model allows for variable returns to scale for the DMUs, and 

whether increasing, constant or decreasing returns to scale are present depends on 
whether the optimal value of u0 is less than, equal to or greater than zero. The ratio 
measure (1) is always less than or equal to one (since DMU0 is included in the 
constraint set). If the ratio is less than one, some other group of DMUs can use the 
same inputs and same weights to produce larger outputs than DMU0. A wealth of 
other DEA models was developed over the years for various theoretical and 
practical considerations. (See Cooper, Seiford and Tone (2007) for details.)  

To develop our proposed promulgated ratemaking approach, we specifically 
choose an alternative DEA model, the range adjusted model (RAM) (Cooper, 
Parker and Pastor, 1999). The RAM model has the same intuition of output to 
input as the BCC model and produces the exact same set of fully efficient entities 
as the classical models such as the BCC model (Banker, Charnes and Cooper, 
1984) or the CCR model (Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes, 1978).  

The RAM model also allows us to correctly rank order even the inefficient 
entities by their relative operational efficiencies, while some other models do not. 
In addition, the RAM measure of efficiency is dimensionless and is invariant to 
changes in location or scale of both inputs and outputs.5 Using the RAM efficiency 
scores, we can obtain the desirable reference set of entities using pre-selected 
efficiency cutoff points to include both fully efficient and partially efficient ones. 
Therefore, it is appropriate for building our rate promulgation methodology in 
order to accommodate a regulatory perspective wherein enforcing full efficiency 
may not always be feasible or desirable.  

The RAM model has been used in the insurance literature to evaluate 
efficiencies of different marketing systems and organization forms (cf., Brockett et 
al., 2005) and to compare different modeling approaches of insurer efficiency 
(Leverty and Grace 2010). See Cooper, Parker and Pastor (1999) for more details 
and the precise mathematical formulation.  

 
 

Overview of Title Insurance and the Texas 
Rate Promulgation Process 
 

Title insurance protects the property purchaser against defects in the 
ownership title of real property (such as previous owners or heirs having claim to 
the title, or workers or banks having listed liens against the property). It is an 

                                                 
4. By converting (2) to an equivalent linear program, this is computationally easy to 

perform, and there are many readily available programs to do this analysis. 
5. This is an important property for a DEA model to have when examining financial 

intermediaries since one wants the results not to depend on whether one uses dollars or pennies 
(or thousands of dollars) to numerate the variables.  
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indemnity insurance against past events rather than future events, and it can be 
thought of as mainly an errors and omissions insurance policy. 

Lenders on real property insist on such insurance as a prerequisite to funding 
on financed mortgages to protect themselves (and the purchasers). It is a sizable 
market in the U.S. For example, in Texas in 2008, title insurers wrote more than 
2.5 million policies with premiums in excess of $1 billion. However, unlike other 
insurances, the loss ratio is a relatively small part of the total premium. Sirmans 
and Dumm (2006) provide a comprehensive overview of the history and current 
development of the title insurance industry. 

Although title insurance has hardly been in the public limelight, its 
importance is far-reaching and has drawn a lot of attention from the regulatory 
bodies. A report (GAO, 2007) by the Government Accountability Office (GAO) to 
the U.S. House of Representatives Financial Services Committee highlighted the 
significance of title insurance to the large consumer base (i.e., home purchasers). 
The report identified issues including the low level of competitions and the 
resulting unduly high prices with an analysis of a representative sample of six 
states: California, Colorado, Illinois, Iowa, New York and Texas. It also has 
recommendations for regulatory changes centered on better supervision over 
market conduct, better availability of cost data and better analysis of cost 
efficiency for proper rate setting. In addition, regulator-driven studies have been 
completed at the individual state level to investigate the price related issues.  

Since a wave of early studies (e.g., Johnson, 1966; Hofflander and Shulman, 
1977; and Rosenberg, 1977), the relatively little academic literature on title 
insurance has focused on the price, competition (or lack thereof) and efficiency of 
the industry (cf., Todd and McEnally, 1974; and Koch, 1993). More recently, 
Dumm, Macpherson and Sirmans (2007) extend Nyce and Boyer’s (1998) initial 
one-year analysis (with 1996 data) to an analysis on the financial performance of 
the title insurance companies for an extended period of time from 1995–2004. 
Based on their analysis, the authors say further studies are needed to examine 
competition and price level in the title insurance market. This article is in response 
to this call for further research via rate setting, an issue unaddressed in prior 
research.  

In practice, title insurance rates are promulgated or heavily regulated in many 
states in the U.S.6 In Texas, title insurance rates are discussed at biennial rate 
hearings, and allowable rates for the market are promulgated by the insurance 
commissioner in an official regulatory order. The parties that participate in the 
hearings present extensive evidence and usually include the TDI staff, Texas Land 
Title Association (TLTA), the Office of Public Insurance Counsel (a consumer 
advocate group), and various major title insurance companies (e.g., Fidelity 
National Title Insurance Company).  

The discussions in the rate hearings focus primarily on the determination of 
the loss provision, the expense provision and the profit provision. Each party will 

                                                 
6. See, for example, the Title Insurance Regulatory Survey by American Land and Title 

Association, available at www.alta.org/publications/tirs.cfm, accessed July 31, 2012. 
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present its own rate change proposal and provide supporting documentation of 
their research methodology and findings. Administrative law judges then make 
recommendations on the rate change, which the commissioner considers before 
deciding on the promulgated rate.  

In order to further characterize the current ratemaking process and provide a 
basis for our empirical analysis, we briefly summarize the findings (i.e., Finding of 
Facts (FOFs) in the Commissioner’s Order) and decisions that appear in the latest 
Official Order of the Commissioner of Insurance of the State of Texas, “In the 
Matter of the 2008 Texas Title Insurance Biennial Rate Hearing,” published Nov 
4, 2010. For losses, the commissioner found that it is reasonable to have a 5% loss 
and loss adjustment expenses (LAE) provision in the rates, using the most recent 
five-year (2003–2007) average of policy year losses and LAE developed to 
ultimate. The commissioner also found a 6% profit provision to be reasonable, 
derived from an 11.25% after-tax cost of capital, a 4.06% after-tax investment 
income, a 1.75% premium leverage ratio and a 30%–31% tax rate.  

The most critical issue in the rate setting process is the determination of 
reasonable expenses (since this constitutes such a sizable proportion of the rate). 
This was obtained by projections from a regression model of expenses on 
premium volume or policy counts. To estimate this regression model, the 
commissioner found it reasonable to use the most recent 10-year (1998–2007) 
industry-level aggregate data. A set of data adjustments for the expense items was 
also found to be necessary to arrive at a reliable estimation, which is detailed in a 
later section.  

All title insurers were used in the regression regardless of their expense 
efficiency because there appeared to be no other reasonable methodology for 
determining how to cut firms for inclusion or exclusion in the promulgated rate 
setting process. This firm inclusion/exclusion decision is the issue we present 
criterion and a methodology to solve. 

The impact of the organizational form and size of the title insurance agent was 
another issue brought to the attention of the hearing committee. Title insurance 
agents in Texas are classified into three types according to their organization 
forms: 1) independent; 2) affiliated; or 3) direct operations agents. Independent 
agents represent the largest number of producers.  

In 2007 (the latest year for which we have data), there were 507 independent, 
92 affiliated and 17 direct agents. Respectively, they wrote 40%, 46% and 15% of 
all agent-retained premiums.  

Compared with independent agents, direct and affiliated agents may have 
better access to resources and expertise—such as the latest technology, market 
information and legal assistance—due to their close relationship with the 
underwriters. Perhaps due to this, although much smaller in number, direct and 
affiliated agents are much larger in volume than the independent agents.  Based on 
2007 data, the median retained premium for the group of affiliated agents is six 
times that of the independent agents, and the median for the direct agent group is 
16 times larger.  
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retained premiums with an equal number of agents in each group (Figure 2b). The 
size 1 group contains the smallest agents, and the size 5 group contains the largest 
agents. Underwriters are also included in the graph for comparison purposes.  

Although the issues with respect to the agent types and sizes were discussed at 
the hearing, no specific analysis was submitted to support the conjectured affects 
on rates. Therefore, the commissioner disregarded these in the rate promulgation. 
After we develop a direct measure of operational efficiency for our rate 
promulgation methodology, we address these issues and discuss them in the 
Appendix. 
 
 

An Empirical Illustration of the Efficiency-
Based Rate Promulgation Methodology with 
Application to Title Insurance 

 
Financial statement data is obtained from the Title Insurance Agents 

Statistical Report and the Title Insurance Underwriter’s Statistical Report.  
The reports are available on the TDI website at: 
(www.tdi.texas.gov/reports/report8.html#title_rpts). Because the underwriter data 
is only available at the industry aggregate level, in our DEA efficiency analysis we 
focus on title insurance agents, which happen to be the most important market 
participants in this market. We include underwriter data later in the regression 
analysis.  

Using data from 2005–2007,9 we first construct the input and output variables 
for the efficiency analysis of expenses. We use written testimonies by the 
presenting parties, the Administrative Law Judges’ recommendation and the most 
recent Commissioner’s Official Order for the 2008 Texas Title Insurance Rate 
Hearing to set up the rest of our analysis, ensuring that our results are verifiable 
and comparable to those presented in the hearing and applicable to future rate 
setting processes. This includes data adjustments of the expense items for the 
efficiency and regression analysis (data period 1998–2007), the regression model 
for expense ratio estimation, and the estimated loss ratio and target profit rate used 
in the rate promulgation.  
 
 
 

                                                 
9. More recent data is available, but this data is the most recent which was used in a TDI 

determination of rates and factors and processes. Accordingly, we used this data so as to be able 
to compare results with the actual TDI promulgated rates using detailed records of TDI processes 
in setting rates. 
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Data Adjustment of Expense Items  
and DEA Inputs and Outputs 
 

When providing title insurance, agents consume resources to provide title 
search services and title defect protection in real estate transactions to fulfill the 
regulatory requirement and protect consumers/lenders. We model the title 
insurance agents’ “production function” from the regulator’s perspective (since the 
regulator sets rates). The outputs measure the amount of services provided, and the 
inputs measure the resources consumed in providing these services. As such, the 
two output variables selected are the agent’s retained title premium and the 
number of title policies written.   

We use two input variables to categorize total agent expenses: 1) capital and 
labor; and 2) operational expenses.10 We combine capital (title plant lease) and 
labor (engaged in title search) because they are substitutes, and together they 
constitute the core expenses that support title agents’ operations. Operational 
expenses include expenses incurred to support daily operational functions, such as 
rent, utilities, office expenses (e.g., fax, mail and office supplies), and ordinary 
business expenses (e.g., accounting fees, legal expenses and insurance), as well as 
advertising and promotion, employee travel, education, and unidentified “other 
expenses” items in the agent’s financial report.  

We also make three adjustments to the data following the hearing documents. 
First, we adjust the reported data to include expenses only for the rate-regulated 
title functions. Besides title insurance, title agents often are engaged in other 
related services such as escrow and non-policy services. These services are not 
rate-regulated and are not part of the hearing or the rate promulgation exercise. 
Therefore, we only include expense items identified to be related to the title 
insurance business in the agent-reported data.  

Second, we exclude expense items that are inappropriate for the expense ratio 
calculations (e.g., bad faith claims, and fines and penalties). Certain pass-through 
items such as tax certificates and recording fees are excluded from both title 
revenues and expenses because the difference between revenues and expenses 
from these items has been considered insignificant.  

Third, we adjust the historical data to arrive at on-level premiums. On-level 
premiums refer to premiums that would have been earned had the current rates 
been in effect for the entire data period. The on-level adjustment accounts for the 
                                                 

10. In general, in DEA, we want a collection of input variables such that all firms use the 
same inputs to produce the same outputs, and no firm has a zero amount for any input. This 
prevents too much disaggregation in the input variable set since if we disaggregate too much, we 
find that some firms will have a zero value for some input (e.g., in Appendix Table A1 some 
firms may have no “Equipment & Vehicle Lease” cost). Having a zero as an input would allow 
that firm to put a heavy virtual multiplier weight on the input for which it has a zero, and as a 
result look relatively efficient. Thus, we aggregate up to the level where all DMUs have non-zero 
values for the inputs used. 
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should dominate the efficiency frontier. In the DEA analyses, each title insurance 
agent is viewed as a DEA “production unit” searching and examining titles to 
minimize losses and maintaining profits. A separate set of DEA analyses are run 
for each of the years in the three-year period 2005–2007.  

While the housing market crash and the financial crisis starting in 2006 had 
non-negligible impact on the title insurance market, the most significant impact 
was on the incurred loss component due to increased title searches (including 
fraudulent behavior)—not on the expense ratio component upon which our 
analysis focuses. In addition, data from the Real Estate Center at Texas A&M 
University (http://recenter.tamu.edu/) shows the housing market has seen both rise 
and fall in our sample period. By covering both trends in the selected sample 
period, we capture a relatively complete cycle in our analyses. In the subsequent 
regression analysis, we also follow the commissioner’s order to adjust the 
projected premium for the adverse impact of the housing market crash.  

The DEA efficiency analysis results are presented in Table 2 and Table 3, 
including the number of efficient agents and the percentage of efficient agents. 
Because the DEA efficiency analysis is run each time using a single year’s data, 
we have identified and counted the number of agents that are efficient in all three 
years (“all years”) and those that are efficient in at least one of the three years 
(“any year”). The “any year” definition is used to identify the efficiency-based 
reference sets for further analysis in order to accommodate possible fluctuations in 
efficiency over time.  

Table 2 presents DEA efficiencies when all agents are evaluated together. It 
also presents the number of agents that are included in what we call a supra 
median efficiency set to accommodate a regulatory perspective for a more 
complete market coverage in ratemaking. The RAM model is used to run DEA 
analysis with all agents for each of the years in the data period 2005–2007. The 
efficiency evaluation for “all years” identifies agents that are efficient in all three 
years. The efficiency evaluation for “any year” identifies agents that are efficient 
in any of the three years. The supra median efficiency set consists of the top 50% 
of agents ranked by efficiency, and it is subsequently included in the regression 
models for expense projection.11 As can be seen in Table 2, about 2% to 3% of the 
agents are fully efficient. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

                                                 
11. We also performed DEA analysis with an alternative cutoff point of top 80% in 

efficiency; i.e., agents that rank within the top 80% are all included in the supra median efficient 
set. With this almost full market coverage, this top 80% efficient set of agents behaves only 
slightly better than the set of all agents, and sometimes similar to the set of all agents. Therefore, 
we do not present results for this set of agents in DEA result Table 2 and Table 4, regression 
results Table 7 and Table 8, and figures in the Appendix B.  
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ranked among the top 50% in efficiency when evaluated among all agent types, 
i.e., the supra median efficient agents.12  

Across the above three sets, we define the reference set of efficient (or supra 
median efficient) agents as the set of agents that are efficient (or supra median 
efficient) in at least one of the three years—i.e., the “any year” definition as 
previously described. This is to compensate for the possible fluctuation in 
efficiencies found in a single year. As a baseline case, a set of regressions are also 
run with all agents included, as was done when the insurance rates were 
promulgated by the commissioner’s order.   

In addition to agents’ expenses, title underwriters’ expenses should also be 
included in the regression for the expense ratio estimation. We obtain 
underwriter’s financial data from the “Underwriters Experience Report” to the TDI 
(www.tdi.texas.gov/reports/report8.html#title_rpts).  

Similar to data adjustments for the agent data, we make two adjustments to 
the underwriter data. First, we exclude certain expense items not appropriate for 
ratemaking purposes, including damages paid for bad faith suits, fines or penalties 
for violation of law, donations/lobbying, and trade association dues. Losses and 
loss adjustment expenses incurred also are excluded because they are already 
accounted for in the loss provision. Second, only the part of expenses associated 
with the rate-regulated title function are included in the expense projection for rate 
promulgation. Unlike the agent data, underwriters’ reported expenses are not 
broken into different components showing whether they are related to the title 
function or the other functions (such as escrow service). As a result, we perform a 
reallocation at the aggregate level by allocating to the title insurance function a 
proportion of the expenses according to the ratio of underwriters’ retained 
premium to their total title income. The expense item “net addition to unearned 
premium reserve” is not subject to this adjustment.13  

Because underwriter data is available only at the industry aggregate level, we 
are not able to run a similar set of efficiency analyses for the underwriters (so as to 
exclude from aggregate expense consideration the expenses from those inefficient 
underwriters), and we are forced to include all underwriters in the sample set for 
the regression analysis. Note that in title insurance, underwriters’ financial 
obligations lie primarily in the title losses and loss adjustment expenses, which 
constitute only a small proportion of the insurance rate. In addition, underwriters’ 
expense is much less than the agents’ expense and thus only accounts for a small 
portion of the total expense ultimately included in the promulgated rate. Therefore, 

                                                 
12. We also ran the regression analysis using an additional sub-sample of supra median 

efficient agents with an 80% cutoff point to obtain an almost full market coverage by excluding 
only the agents that were in the bottom 20% in efficiency. The results are much closer to those 
using all agents, although we can still find that the projected expense ratio (as in Table 8) using 
regression results from this alternative reference set is slightly lower than using all agents. We 
only discuss the 50% supra median efficient set of agents in the paper to conserve space. 

13. This data adjustment is consistent with what is done by the TDI in its direct testimony 
for the rate hearing. 
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each agent type/organization form; and 4) underwriters and the supra median 
efficient agents (top 50% as of efficiency when evaluated among all agents).  An 
agent is determined to be efficient if it is efficient in at least one of the three years. 

Table 8 shows that the projected expense ratio with all agents’ data is 
significantly higher than that with just the efficient subsets of agents. In fact, the 
subset of fully efficient agents evaluated among all agent types projects an 
expense ratio more than 9% lower than that produced with all agents’ data. Even 
when we use the supra median efficient agents (top 50% ranked by efficiency 
scores) to include much more of the market, the expense ratio projected is still 
significantly lower than using all agents’ data as is currently done. The findings 
illustrate that it is important to evaluate the operational efficiencies of title 
insurance agents in setting rates. Excluding data produced by the least efficient 
agents will lead to a significantly lower expense ratio provision, and that should be 
considered in the ratemaking process.  

Thus, this DEA efficiency analysis has substituted economic efficiency 
notions from efficient frontier production behavior for competitive market 
enforced efficiency. Using the DEA efficiency-based rate promulgation 
methodology not only discourages inefficient expenses by excluding these extra 
expenses of highly inefficient producer in the estimated expense ratio or the 
promulgated title insurance rate, it also actively rewards efficiency. This is 
because the more efficient agents can still have a lower expense ratio than that 
implied by the promulgated rate if the reference set of firms includes all supra 
median efficient agents.  

The efficiency-based methodology also produces a useful by-product giving 
guidance to the inefficient agents as to how to improve (cf., Brockett et al. 2008, 
Brockett et al. 2001). For each individual agent, the efficiency analysis will show 
exactly which inputs are being overused. Once the sources and relative magnitudes 
of the inefficiency are pointed out, the efficiency analysis also produces a 
benchmark set of agents who can utilize less expense to produce the same amount 
of products/services. (See Brockett et al. (2001) for details.)   
 
 

Premium Calibration for a Prototype  
Title Policy 
 

Based on the projected expense ratios, we can calculate the indicated rate 
change for rate promulgation using the ratemaking formula (1). According to the 
commissioner’s order, the proposed promulgate expected loss ratio is 5%, and 
allowable profit rate is 6%. Therefore, the difference in indicated rate change that 
occurs by taking expense efficiency into account (as opposed to setting rates using 
all efficient and inefficient agents) is obtained as the difference between applying 
formula (1) with the expense ratio projection based on all agents and applying 
formula (1) with the expense ratio projection based only on the more efficient 
agents. 
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Because expected losses and profit rate are the same in the two cases (and 
variable costs are incorporated into the fixed costs), after computation this reduces 
to the difference in projected expense ratio (determined by the regression) divided 
by (1-profit rate) = (0.8809–0.8002)/(1-0.06) = 8.59% difference in indicated rate 
change. The difference in indicated rate change between using all agents’ data and 
the supra median efficient agents’ data is (0.8809–0.8421)/94%=4.13%.  

The economic implication of this promulgated rate differential can be 
significant. For example, for a house worth $100,000, the current promulgated 
premium (from the 2006 Rate Hearing) is $843.18 Consequently, the proposed 
efficiency-based methodology leads to a reduction in promulgated insurance rate 
change ranging between $35 (based on supra efficient agents) and $72 (based on 
fully efficient agents) from the current rate promulgation methodology. If the 
property prices are much higher, which would occur in most other cases, the 
economic impact will be much more significant.  

The efficiency-based promulgated rate rewards “best practice” performance, 
while the originally promulgated rate rewards average expense performance. By 
using the new DEA based rate promulgation method, the regulator will be able to 
potentially increases social welfare and motivate the insurers’ quest for expense 
efficiency; a quest self-motivated by market competition in market-set rate 
environments.  

In Appendix B, we further explore our efficiency analysis results and discuss 
a few related key controversies in the Title Insurance Rate Hearing, including: 1) 
if independent agents are “handicapped” and are consistently less efficient in 
expenses than affiliated and direct operations agents; and 2) if smaller agents are 
consistently less efficient in expenses than larger agents. We find strong evidences 
that larger agents are indeed more expense-efficient and some support for the 
relative inefficiency of independent agents. These findings likely also have policy 
implications for future rate setting practices.  
 
 

Conclusions and Implications 
 
This paper proposes an efficiency-based methodology for insurance rate 

promulgation, DEA. In order to provide a rate that is “not excessive” to the 
consumers, the rate promulgation methodology developed herein can substitute 
economic efficiency via DEA frontier analysis in lieu of market competition-based 
efficiency. The DEA method helps regulators determine what companies to use in 
the determination of allowable expenses, including expense-efficient companies 
and excluding expense-inefficient ones. This provides a more rigorous method for 

                                                 
18. $100,000 is the largest reference house value for the title insurance rate setting in Texas. 

Title insurance rates for all house values greater than $100,000 are obtained based on the rate for 
a house worth $100,000. Therefore, we select this value in our illustrative premium calibration. 
The corresponding title insurance rate of $843 is obtained from the TDI’s website at 
www.tdi.texas.gov/orders/titlerates2004.html. 
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determining companies to include in ratemaking than currently exists. Some states, 
such as Texas, include all firms due to the lack of a justifiable methodology for 
determining an appropriate cut off for firm inclusion. We develop an empirical 
example showing the savings that can be obtained using the DEA efficiency-based 
method. 

Using an efficiency measure developed from the widely accepted frontier 
analysis model DEA, we identify (relatively) more efficient insurance agents and 
base the rate promulgation only on their experience, rather than all agents’ 
experience as is done in most current rate promulgation practices. We illustrate our 
methodology in the context of the Texas title insurance market for three reasons. 
First, title insurance provides an appropriate environment to study efficient rate 
promulgation. Second, title insurance is actually promulgated or heavily regulated 
in most of the states in the U.S. In particular, title insurance is promulgated by the 
insurance commissioner through a biennial rate hearing in the Texas market. This 
allows us to improve upon and make a comparison with the actual ratemaking 
methodology used in practice. Third, because of the rate hearings, Texas title 
insurance data is publicly available for empirical illustrations of the methodology.  

In an efficiency analysis of the Texas title insurance market during 2005–
2007, we find that there is significant heterogeneity in efficiency across the 
insurance agents. On average, the efficient agents have an expense ratio 30% 
lower than the aggregate of all agents. Even the supra median efficient agents have 
significantly lower expense ratios. We also find that larger agents tend to operate 
more efficiently than smaller agents, and some evidence suggests that direct 
operations agents and affiliated agents are more efficient than independent agents.  

Based on the efficiency analysis results and the most recent commissioner’s 
order for the Texas title insurance rates, we find that the proposed efficiency-based 
rate promulgation methodology has an economically significant impact on the 
promulgated rate change using data from 1998–2007. By substituting the 
efficiency-based reference sets for the aggregate market reference sets in the 
regression model for ratemaking, the resulted percentage rate change is 4% to 9% 
lower.  

Future research can look into improving the estimation of the loss and profit 
components in the insurance rates. Further work is also needed to look into the 
driving forces of heterogeneity in efficiency across agent types and sizes, as well 
as explore applications to other promulgated rate environments such as credit 
insurance.   
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For Table A2, the present rate level factors are used to make “on-level” 
adjustments to historical premium volume, in order to account for rate changes 
that have occurred during the historic data period. The factors in this table are 
taken from the direct testimony of the TDI staff (Crawshaw, 2009), where the 
factors were calculated based on historical rate changes promulgated by previous 
rate hearings. The on-level premiums are then calculated by multiplying the 
original premiums by these factors. 
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